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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

Conclusion 

Here are some following points of conclusion based on the result of 

research and discussing about heroism that portrayed by Captain Phillips character 

in Captain Phillips movie. 

1. Moral greatness, ability or prowess, action in the face of opposition, 

and triumph in spiritual is four important components that should have 

by hero. Captain Phillips character is portrayed all of these 

components. That is makes he can be categorized as a real hero.  

2. Based on analyzed by Bernstein’s theory, the researcher found 17 data 

that referred heroism of Captain Phillips character. 9 data about moral 

greatness, 5 data shown about ability or prowess, 2 data shown about 

action in face of opposition, and 1 data about triumph in spiritual. 

3. Concerned about psychological condition of Captain Phillips when did 

heroism acts, the data is dominated of his super ego. Where there are 9 

data of heroism that controlled by super ego, 7 data is controlled by 

ego, and 2 data left is controlled by the id. 

4. Super ego of Captain Phillips is got the encouragement from 

conscience of moral and the sense of rightness that he accepted from 

the parent and society. Super ego much found in the part of moral 

greatness and triumphs in spiritual. Ego which acted on conscious 
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mind engaging intellectual process and based on reality principle can 

be found in all data about ability or prowess and some data in moral 

greatness. Meanwhile, the id worked on human instincts included 

aggression and tendency to avoid the pain and to seek pleasure. We 

can find it in action in the face of opposition data.  

Suggestion 

There are some suggestions based on the result in analysis of heroism in 

Captain Phillips movie. 

1. After found out the moral values that portrayed by the character in this 

research we should apply it in our daily life. 

2. For the teacher, the psychological analysis of character in an art work 

like film might be used in one of the discussion of psychological in 

literary criticism subject. Because of film has an interesting feature has 

supported by sounds, setting, characters as well as plot and the 

visualization of the story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


